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### 1. INTRODUCTION

In the globalization era, English as one of the international languages is used by many people in many aspects of human life such as: scientific field, technology field, economic field, etc. According to Richard and Schmidt (2010: 196), “English as an international language is a term used to characterize the status of English as the worlds’ major second language and the commonest language used for international business, trade, travel, communication, etc. It means that English has very important role as a communication...
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means for both oral and written. The importance of using English is one of the ways to follow the development of globalization era.

In Indonesia, English is used as a foreign language. Learning a foreign language is an integrated process that learner should study the four basic skills. They are listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills. Writing is one of the basic skills which must be mastered by students in order to be able to communicate and socialize with the community. According to Richard and Schmidt (2010: 640), “Writing is viewed as the result of complex processes of planning, drafting, reviewing, and revising and some approaches to the teaching of first and second language writing teach students to use these processes. It means that writing is complex process and it can be complicated problem in creating the ideas, so it should be chose the appropriate technique to make decision as solve of problem in the process of writing.

One of writing texts that must be produced by the student is recount text. According to Knap and Watkins (2005:223), “Recounts are sequential texts that do little more than sequence a series of events”. It means that recount is unfolding of a sequence of events overtime. The reason why the researcher discusses about recount because there are many text is only discuss about content without context of the text, so it must be pay attention by teacher to discuss genre text based on the content and context of the text.

Furthermore, there are some problems faced by the teacher and students in teaching writing English. The English teachers do not use the appropriate technique in teaching writing, so it makes the students feel bored in writing. Then, students are generally confused by what they write, they usually get difficulties in building context or idea, and there are many errors in vocabulary, grammar, and spelling. Moreover, based on the result of observation during in-services teaching and learning, process of learning English in SMKN 1 Bendo as the subject in this research is still done conventionally. Process of learning is conducted by the teacher or teacher centered learning. Teacher centered learning is a system of learning where the knowledge is transmitted from the teacher to students, so the students passively receive information.

Here, the researcher uses Small Group Discussion as technique that helps the student to be active in learning. According to Slavin (2006: 234), “In a Small Group Discussion, students work in four to six member groups to discuss a particular topic”. It means that Small Group Discussion is one of the techniques in learning which intend some students in small group to participate in a range of activities to develop students’ thinking or complete practical task. By using this technique, the students are expected to be more open, active, and confident to express their ideas in learning process through discussion.

There are four stages in implementation of Small Group Discussion. Robertson in Anin Eka Sulistyawati (2012: 30) defines four stages in group discussion process. The first stage is the orientation stage which is used as the introduction the members in each group. They start to greet and introduce themselves to other members and make a vote on choosing the leader of their group. Next is the norm establishment stage, group members test one another and teacher. They will start discussing the topic with their members. While in the productive stage, group members focus both on the task and interpersonal relations. They have to decide which idea will be written as the best result. Debating some different idea may not happen in this stage any longer. And the last stage is the production stage, group members look back at their experience together and deal with the problems of parting.

2. RESEARCH METHOD

The researcher uses qualitative research as research approach and descriptive research as type of research. The researcher does this descriptive qualitative research in order to make description about the implementation, advantages and disadvantages, and solution of the disadvantages of Small Group Discussion in teaching writing Recount text.

The source of data in this research consists of three: social situation, participants, and documents. Social situation is place, actor, and activity which are used by the researcher to get the data. The sample of this research is students in the tenth grade in class GB1 of SMKN 1 Bendo which consist of 36 students. In
this research, the researcher uses syllabus, lesson plan, name and score of the student, and photographs to know the implementation of Small Group Discussion in teaching writing Recount text.

The techniques of collecting data which are used by the researcher in this research are observation, interview and documentation. The researcher chooses nonparticipant observation as a type of the research observation. In collecting the data, the researcher uses direct observation especially participant observation. The researcher uses semi-structured interview as type of the interview. The researcher uses syllabus, lesson plan, name and score of the student, and photographs.

The researcher uses triangulation of the technique of validity data in this research. In this research, the researcher uses methodological triangulation as a form of triangulation in order to get the valid data. The researcher collects data from three sources. They are observation, interview, and documentation. The techniques of data analysis are used by the researcher in this research are data condensation which the researcher chooses and simplifies the data from observation, interview, and documentation, data display which the researcher displays the data which is taken from observation, interview, and documentation, then drawing and verifying conclusion which the researcher makes a summary from the research.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

There are three steps in the implementation of Small Group Discussion in teaching writing Recount text. They are presented as follows: Pre-Activities. First, the teacher greets the students by saying salam. The teacher says “good morning class, how are you today?” and the students give response by saying “good morning sir”. The students show enthusiasm and ready to begin the lesson.

Second, the teacher asks the students to pray together. Here, the teacher asks the leader of the class to guide to pray by saying “before we start the lesson, let’s pray together please”. Then, all of the students pray seriously. Third, the teacher checks the absent of the students by saying “who is absent today?” and the student give response by saying “complete sir”. All of the students answer the question of the teacher with enthusiasm.

The last, the teacher explains the purpose of learning that is about the material in that meeting. The teacher states the purpose of learning that is about Recount text. The students give attention about the teachers’ explanation.

Whilst-Activities. There are four stages in implementation of Small Group Discussion. The first stage is the orientation stage. Robertson in Anin Eka Sulistyawati (2012: 30) states that “In this stage, group members find out about one another and their place in the group. They start to greet and introduce themselves to other members and make a vote on choosing the leader of their group”. Here, the teacher initiates the treatment by dividing students into groups consisting of four students, so there were nine groups. Then, the teacher asks each group to define who would be the leader, secretary, other, and also explained their assignment based on their position. The students give response and show enthusiasm in dividing group, they make a vote to choose who are leader, secretary, and observer. Then, the teacher gives brainstorming by giving question about the types of the text. The process of dividing group runs well and it does not take much time because there is cooperation among them.

The second stage is the norm establishment stage. Robertson in Anin Eka Sulistyawati (2012: 30) states that “It is conducted where group members test one another and teacher. Test here means they will start discussing the topic with their members, even they might ask their teacher to give them some helps if it is needed. Conflict will naturally happen and this stage is as an opportunity to learn problem solving and interpersonal skill”. Here, the teacher asks the students to identify the example of text, answer the questions about text, match the words, and answer fill in the blank questions with the appropriate verb in group. Actively, the student reads the text that the title is my day.

Then, they answer the questions of the text, match the words and answer the fill in the blank questions. They are enjoy when they answer the questions because they can discuss with their friends, then the process of answering the question does not take much time because the students can finish answer the questions quickly. After that, the teacher asks the student and the student give response to identify the use of
connective, modal, and tenses in the text. They are active in doing the identification the use of connective, modal, and tenses in the text.

During that processes, the teacher guides the students to get the meaning of difficult word and asks the difficulty of the students about the text. There are some of the students who ask to the teacher about the meaning of the word. There is curiosity of them to understand the text, so they can answer the questions carefully. The third stage is productive stage. Robertson in Anin Eka Sulistyawati (2012: 30) states that “This stage is generally the longest stage in the life of a group where group members focus both on the task and interpersonal relations. They have to decide which idea will be written as the best result. Debating some different idea may not happen in this stage any longer. Here, they focus on producing the answer in a paper”. In this stage, the teacher asks the students to make a design or part of recount text based on the topic that have been given by the teacher. The teacher as facilitator in case difficulties of students.

The topic that discuss is popular, it is about holiday. They are active discuss what is the idea which will be written. The discussion is so attractive because the students have the different ideas, so debate happens about the argument related their idea about the topic; there are a lot of ideas which is showed by them because among of them have the experience of holiday, so they have to decide the idea first. The last stage is the termination stages. Robertson in Anin Eka Sulistyawati (2012: 30) states that “This is a stage where group members look back at their experience together and deal with the problems of parting. If they still have time, they can re-check their answers together, but they might not do it when the time is over”. Here, the teacher asks the students to presents the result of recount text that has been written. Some of the students present the text, but there are students who do not present because the time is up. The teacher asks the students to give feedback, and, the students give feedback and ask question about the result of the other group actively. The students pay attention to the presentation and curious about the texts which have been written by their friend. Post-Activities

In this activity, the teacher and students review and make resume of the material. Before teacher give review and resume, teacher invites the student to give applause to their performance in the process of learning. The students are enthusiasm to give applause and they feel proud with the result of their work. Then, the teacher and the students review the material from the definition, generic structures, and language features of the text. All of the students joint in this process. It shows from their answer when the teacher guides to explain the material one more time. After that, the teacher asks students’ difficulties during process of learning. There is student who says that the difficulty is about the meaning of the word, and it makes the student difficulty to write the text. Finally, the time is up. The teacher and students pray by reciting “Alhamdulillah” together. The teacher closes the meeting by reciting “see you later”, and the students give response by reciting “see you later”. All of the students pay attention what the teacher saying.

The advantages of the implementation of Small Group Discussion in teaching writing Recount text are as follows: It is easy to implement in the class and can be understood well by the students. It can be proved by the teacher’s interview who says that the student can understand the text easily from the parts, generic structures, and language features of the text. It means that Small Group Discussion makes the students easy to understand the text. Moreover, based on the students’ interview, one of students says that the activity of writing is easier because the parts of the text have been discussed and it is done in group. It means that Small Group Discussion helps the student in writing because the parts of the text have been discussed and the activities also do in group. In addition, Brewer (1997: 27) states that “it helps participant see relationship among ideas or concept related to the topic a hand”. It means that the idea or concept related to the topic can understood by the student, so the purpose of learning can achieve through that activity. It is more effective to teach Recount text.

It can be proved by the teacher’s interview who says that the technique is effective to teach writing because the activities are done in a group, so it helps and makes the student interest to write the text. It means that Small Group Discussion is technique of learning that make student interest to write the text, and also effective to teach Recount text. Moreover, based on the students’ interview, one of students says that the
Small Group Discussion is a technique that can activate the student in participation through asking and giving questions, discussion, and presentation. It can be proved by the teacher’s interview who says that the situation of the class is more attractive because the students are more enthusiastic about teaching and learning activity. His opinion about the learning is the students are enthusiastic to follow the lesson. It means that the situation of the class is more attractive because students enthusiastic about teaching and learning activity. Moreover, based on the students’ interview, one of students says that the activity is interesting. There are activities of asking and giving questions, discussion, and presentation, and the situation of the class is attractive and not bored. It means that the activity make the situation of the class is more attractive and not bored, and it makes the student enthusiastic in the process of learning. The activity is of course increase the students’ participation. It can be proved by the teacher’s interview who says that the activities increase the participation of the students. They are usually shy or do not talk to join to talk in that group discussion. It means that Small Group Discussion increase the participation of the student. They who shy to deliver their idea in front of the class, they can deliver in the discussion of their group. The student are active in the process of learning through asking and giving questions, presentation, or doing the task in group. It means that Small Group Discussion is technique of learning that makes the students active in the process of learning, and it is of course increase the participation of the students in the class.

Then, based on the students’ interview, one of students says that the learning is enjoyable because they can join in the learning activity through asking and giving questions, discussion, and presentation in front of the class, so all of the students are active in the process of learning. It means that Small Group Discussion is a technique that can activate the student in participation through asking and giving questions, discussion, and presentation in front of the class, so the activity is of course the increased participation of the students. In addition Brewer (1997: 27) states that “All participants in the group can participate”. It means that Small Group Discussion give opportunities for all of the participants to be active in the process of learning. It makes the students more intimate with their friend because they worked in group, so they will know each other. It can be proved by the teacher’s interview who says that this technique is effective in teaching writing because the activities are done in group, the students can discuss with their friends, they can learn together, and it makes each of them know more about their self, so it helps them in the process of learning in the class. It means that Small Group Discussion is effective technique to teach writing because the activity is done in group, the student can discuss and learn with their friend, it makes the student know each other, and it is of course makes them more intimate in the process of learning.

Then, based on the students’ interview, one of students says that the activity is good because the structure of the text is clear, it have been discussed when the students answer the questions. Then, because the activity is discussion, so they can more intimate with their friends. It means that Small Group Discussion is good technique because the structures of the text have been discussed, then because the activity is done in group, so student can more intimate with the other student. It makes the process of learning run well because it is supported by the good interaction between the students. The disadvantages of the implementation of Small Group Discussion in teaching writing Recount text are as follows: The students need more times to write the text because they are lack of vocabulary. It can be proved by the students’ interview who one of them says that the time is so limit, so the writing is not maximal. It means that the student need more time to write the text in order to get the good result of writing. The students are difficult when they want to translate what they want to write in English. It can be proved by the students’ interview who one of them says that there is difficulty of translate the meaning of the word, so the students need more time to write a text. It means that the student have difficulty in translate the word, so when they write the text take long time. There
is disability of implementing correct structure and the domination of the other students are the factor that makes them remains silent in the group, so some of the students do not participate to do the task.

It can be proved based on the teacher’s interview who says that there are some of the students who are not active to participate in group discussion. It is because the factor of “shy” and the problem when they translate the word, so there is student who does not write the text. It means that there are some of the students who do not active to participate in the discussion, and it leads to a burden situation for them to write. Moreover, Brewer (1997: 27) states that “some participants in the group may do all the talking”. It means that there are some participant do all the talking, they do not give the opportunities to the other student to speak, so it makes them remains silent in the group, they do not participate to do the task, and it leads to a burden situation for them to write. The students’ motivation of writing out the language is still low.

Moreover, Brewer (1997: 27) states that “some participants in the group may do all the talking”. It means that there are some participant do all the talking, they do not give the opportunities to the other student to speak, so it makes them remains silent in the group, they do not participate to do the task, and it leads to a burden situation for them to write.

The students’ motivation of writing out the language is still low.

The Solution of the Disadvantages in the Implementation of Small Group Discussion in Teaching Writing Recount Text for the Tenth Grade Students of SMKN 1 Bendo in Schooling Year of 2015/2016.

The teacher gives the students clear and simple explanation about the material. It can be proved based on the teacher’s interview who says that the explanation of the material is clear and simple, for example the students give the example of the text based on the situation around them or their experience. It means that the explanation of the teacher is clear and simple in order to make the students understand the text easily.

The teacher explains the role of each member of group clearly so it makes students participate and do the job of them when they discuss in group.

It can be proved based on the teacher’s interview who says that the dividing of the group is clear, so when the student do the task in group discussion becomes easy and directed. It means that the dividing of the role is clear, so when the student do task in group are easier and directed. Teacher asks the students to bring the dictionary to help them understand the vocabulary, grammar and meaning. It can be proved based on the teacher’s interview who says that the teacher asks by the student to bring dictionary in English class, so when they get difficulty in translation the word, they can see the meaning in the dictionary. It means that the teacher asks their student to bring dictionary during the process of learning English. Moreover, based on the students’ interview, one of students says that they bring the dictionary to translate the meaning of the word. It means that to find the meaning of the difficulties word, the student asked by teacher to bring dictionary. The teacher makes the activity of teaching and learning process in Small Group Discussion into simple one, so they can cover in one time or meeting.

It can be proved based on the teacher’s interview who says that to implement the four stages of the technique is simpler, so it does not take long time, it can finish in one meeting. It means that the teacher makes the activity of teaching and learning process in Small Group Discussion into simple one, so it can be finished in one meeting. The teacher gives the student additional time because the processes of writing need long time. It can be proved based on the teacher’s interview who says that because the process of writing is long, so the student gives the additional time to collect their work in the next day. It means that the long process of writing makes the teacher gives the additional time to collect students’ work. Moreover, based on the students’ interview, one of students says that the time is add because they need time to think what they want to write. It means that the student need more time because writing activity is long process and they need
more time of think idea of their written text. The student aware to other student in order to make interaction with their friends.

It can be proved based on the teacher’s interview who says that the interaction between the students run well because the student aware to other student. It means that the awareness between student is so important in order to make the interaction between them can run well, so it makes the student enjoy during the process of learning. The teacher gives the students a bit of joke or humor and motivation in the learning process. It can be proved based on the teacher’s interview who says that when the teacher teaches the students, they are not only deliver the material but also they give motivation to the students during the process of learning, for example the teacher give humor in order to makes students are not too serious. It makes the situation of learning is relax and natural, so the students enjoy and understand the material easily. It means that the way of teachers’ teach not only deliver the material, they also give motivation to the student, in order to get the purpose of the learning.

4. CONCLUSION

The implementation of Small Group Discussion in teaching writing Recount text has three steps. First is pre-activities, the teacher begins the class by greeting, praying, and checking attendance list. Second is whilst-activities which covers details explanation of four stages in group discussion process. The last is post-activities which recall the memory of the students about things that already done in the classroom. All of the activities are suitable with the lesson plan, observation, and teaching process in the class. After the researcher knows the real condition and situation, the researcher also gives the suggestion which might be useful for the teacher in conducting classroom activities, especially writing activities, they should have several references of teaching techniques. Then, the students are suggested to increase their vocabulary to make them successfully in learning writing. They are also should have high motivation and desire in improving their writing ability. The last, the other researcher are suggested do the next research and apply this technique in another writing class that related to this field.
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